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If you listened to Episode 85: 2018 Year End Wrap Up, you know 

how excited we are about all of the teachers who are 

contributing new episodes to the podcast. I can think of no 

better way to start off 2019 than by listening to three 

experienced language teachers talk about how and why to  

provide professional development that is flexible, meaningful, 

and increases teacher retention and recruitment. 

 

Caroline Schlegel is not only the Maryland Teacher of the Year, 

she's also our most recent contributor to the podcast. In our first 

episode of 2019, Caroline introduces us to Dr. Arlene White and 

Mrs. Paula Moore, two educators who have made a difference in 

her own professional development. You won't want to miss this 

episode, and I hope it even gets you thinking about how you 

might contribute to the podcast in 2019!
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This week's episode response is by Marta Silva, a heritage language teacher and graduate 

student researching issues around heritage language teaching. You can connect with Marta on 

Twitter @MsilvaONHS 
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RESPONSE TO EPISODE 84: TEACHERS' PERSPECTIVES 

ON HERITAGE LANGUAGE TEACHING 

Teachers should understand their audience in order to guide students towards relevant learning. 

In the field of Heritage Language Education, this assumption becomes even more crucial if we 

accept responsibility for the instruction of students who come from cultural, linguistic, and 

experiential backgrounds different to the mainstream. Throughout episode 84, several ideas stood

out as key points to consider when teachers address the needs of our Heritage Language Learners 

(HLLs): 

● Heritage language learners’ paths to proficiency are different than L2 learners. Maria Carreira 

(featured in ep 83) proposes two different approaches for HLLs and L2Ls. Courses for monolingual 

students progress from “smaller, simpler units of knowledge, such as grammar or vocabulary, to 

the discourse level” (Carreira, 2016 ). On the contrary, a macro-based approach is grounded in the 

discourse level, while vocabulary and grammar are dictated by function or context. For more 

information on this topic, refer to Carreira’s article “A general framework and supporting strategies 

for teaching mixed classes” (2016) linked here.  

● Heritage language learners are incredibly heterogenous. See Guadalupe Valdés (linked here) for 

a categorization list of students who enroll in SHL courses and you will understand the importance 

of differentiation. One mistake often made by school counselors when enrolling students in 

Spanish courses is to assume that HLLs’ linguistic skills match their academic skills, placing them 

in AP courses where some students may feel at a loss. It is crucial for SHL teachers to understand 

the heterogeneity of students’ linguistic and academic skills and value their learning processes. 

● Avoid a deficit prescriptivist attitude towards your HLLs. The deficit model is based on a lack of 

research-based expectations of students’ linguistic skills. Sometimes, language educators hold a 

flat, non-dimensional view of learners focusing on specific deficits in their linguistic knowledge or, 

labeling as deficit heritage language students’ own registers because they don’t match the 

Eurocentric norms imposed by the Real Academia Española (RAE). Remember that these students 

bring incredible cultural and sociolinguistic knowledge to the classroom. Do not dismiss it nor 

challenge it! Embrace it! Use it! 

   Heritage Language Education is deeply embedded in theoretical frameworks of culturally 

sustaining pedagogies and raciolinguistics. Educators need to learn that heritage education 

implies a deep commitment to supporting students, who are usually members of minoritized 

groups, find their own bicultural identities. A great resource to incorporate culturally sustaining 

practices into our classroom is Paris & Alim’s (2017) Culturally Sustaining Pedagogies: Teaching and 

Learning for Justice in a Changing World. 

   Likewise, raciolinguistics explores the relationship between race/culture and language, which is a 

major factor in heritage language education. The book by Alim, Rickford, & Ball (2018) 

Raciolinguistics: How Language Shapes our Ideas About Race introduces relevant topics such as 

the role of Spanglish in the heritage community, multilingualism of indigenous immigrants, or the 

linguistic capital of high school students on the Tijuana-San Diego border.  

Finally, in my own classroom, the voices of my students are the ones that set the path towards a 

better understanding and use of their bicultural community-based values and skills. Join online 

communities such as FB Teachers of Spanish Heritage Speakers, or follow active teachers such as 

Adrienne Brandenburg’s blog "Adventures in Heritage Teaching" or Michael Peto’s "My Generation 

of Polyglots" for practical strategies, but remember that the best source of information is always 

your own students.  

● Heritage language education is student-centered. Students constitute the departure point of 

our instruction. No textbook nor fixed curriculum would establish a better ground. However, there 

are some textbooks with good resources and orientation. When choosing one, make sure it aligns 

with your own goals and with your students’ age and academic skills. 

https://twitter.com/MsilvaONHS
https://weteachlang.com/2018/12/21/ep-84-heritage-language/
http://international.ucla.edu/nhlrc/events/startalkworkshop/recommended
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED458809.pdf#page=48
https://www.tcpress.com/culturally-sustaining-pedagogies-9780807758335
http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780190625696.001.0001/acprof-9780190625696
https://www.facebook.com/groups/942240065921862/


Reactions to past episodes:

Updates from Past Contributors

Amanda Seewald (episode 24) shared a new website for indigenous languages.  

2019 will be the International Year of Indigenous Languages to preserve and 

revitalize these languages.

Catherine Ousselin (episode 19) posted about a challenge from her Instagram 

(@mvhsfrancais).  This account will encourage students to use French 

throughout their winter break through social media.  There will also be a raffle 

for students who post! C
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Brenna Bryd (episode 74) tweeted about an article that she has just won a 

grant for her work on the video game Anatolian Trail.  In the article, you can see 

a video that explains the proof of concept.  Congratulations, Brenna!  We can't 

wait to see what you produce.

https://twitter.com/profnoury
https://www.languagemagazine.com/2018/12/12/international-year-of-indigenous-languages-website-is-launched/
https://www.instagram.com/mvhsfrancais/?hl=en
http://uknow.uky.edu/professional-news/uk-linguists-awarded-neh-grant-video-game-concept?utm_medium=social
https://twitter.com/globalbilitseal/status/1075722495972532225
https://twitter.com/gadoeworldlang
https://twitter.com/running_profe
https://twitter.com/tonitheisen
https://www.facebook.com/clic.illinois/?__tn__=kC-R&eid=ARAskKkC9B5UIQwa6ZwS5oBm0AqMadw5TGeu4AVAZTKI8QSYi_NQ4_c4odQox7Nv3dwEy997jbFgwIER&hc_ref=ART--dxTS6Rr3kJSXF6SGbbVMaNmJw5l8S-VoHsn07qVyPz0KqYEkruzvWiQiKfaz5E&fref=nf&__xts__[0]=68.ARA1EpeLxA0HW30pmpMotiiPfbsZBH7Uz_KkjSD2-oTFLTFYYP_A3WFlK7y6WA1qV-cESyxGnAWpiKRRPq6YixuscapIWzOD2GoHSkR-0Tx4P5gHzm2SFVqA2_Ld0FyMrNTiXWn0a7RxgiTqo1KdUXEiy3Djr7ipa-BoiJH1G0sxE41AyMDmFOdLMG2Kx6tebtFU-AVNxkfrK0Ta0tYCXWUKfrdKW209El4sjCvZoGHkvykGWVDDqXiXjsNh_uh-9yuQSBgXl8yBWW-P8w_BDCEEYmtMKInhChh6blAFn473DfnAU4nvdVUBwcM6ijmawHIAE19x3fPqK2EBJ77mrl5iVVAGxlkobdN-c9tL4lt2bsNV1CyOyaybQxdFv2NZNoOBXNpNPil58la8ejvoZ-mS-shG2j75hNpHBu0gO44jYbvzyNtBipcWoyRMck9XJQRJsQAFp-s2e-6_LOyAb0YZmbJ1nH6IB4tz0W0NrGAZ1mWMLL7HkED9HQ
https://twitter.com/RogersDarcy
https://twitter.com/PEARLL_NFLC
https://twitter.com/DiegoOjeda66

